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Executive Director at Derivatives Vision
Monaco, , MC
Understand the future of finance through history & IT to appreciate opportunities for successful investment in
developed & emerging markets.

Biography
Patrick L Young is an expert in all aspects of financial markets world-wide, as well as startups &
entrepreneurship. A seasoned investor, he has worked in private equity and public markets as well as running a
stock/derivatives exchange and advising many leading players in the field of creating markets and investment
opportunities. His futuristic books on the future of finance have been shaping financial market thinking
throughout the past decade. Beginning with “Capital Market Revolution!” in 1999, Young outlined a “ruthless
vision” of the digital financial marketplace which proved highly accurate in many of its (then) astonishing
predictions. His involvement with the Web dates back to 1994 and he is a lecturer in entrepreneurship and
startups at Nicolaus Copernicus University, in Torun, Poland. Most recently, Young edited "The Gathering
Storm" a collection of articles about the outlook for finance by a series of leading figures who themselves
predicted the credit crunch in the west of 2007-2008. A passionate innovator, Young has considerable
experience in emerging markets, particularly the "New Europe." A regular media speaker, he has appeared on
networks world-wide including BBC, CBC News, CNBC, CNN, RT and Sky News amongst others while his
opinion pieces have been published in leading financial journals such as L'Agefi, the Australian Financial
Review, Boersen Zeitung, Financial Times and the Wall Street Journal. Young is an expert keynote speaker and
panel or event Chairman and has spoken at conferences for audiences of up to 1000 people all over the world.
Young divides his time between his homes in Monaco and Poland while spending an inordinate amount of time
travelling throughout the world.

Availability
Keynote, Moderator, Panelist, Workshop, Host/MC, Author Appearance

Industry Expertise
Capital Markets, Investment Management, Investment Banking, Banking, Financial Services, International
Affairs, Travel and Tourism, VC and Private Equity, Writing and Editing, International Trade and Development

Areas of Expertise
Anything Related to the Future of Finance & Investment (Including Technology), Brexit & the future of the
EU, Entrepreneurship & Innovation, Startups, Emerging Markets Investment, Startups in Emerging Markets,
Exchanges Financial Markets Structures & Clearing Houses etc

Sample Talks

The Capital Market Revolution - Investment Change in the Reign of Terror
Patrick L Young foresaw the changing digital marketplace in his prescient and ruthless 1999 book "Capital
Market Revolution!" Over a decade later and the force of the revolution is as powerful as ever, nowadays we
life in the 5th phase. "The Reign of Terror." Learn how you and your organisation can survive and thrive in a
world of opportunity intertwined with enormous risks to your legacy business model...

Education
Genghis Khan Institute of Management
MBA Practical Methods of Instigating Corporate Revolution
Guest Lecturer Nicolaus Copernicus University, Poland
4 ECTS points for UnderGrad Students Lectures Course Entrepreneurship & StartUps
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